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The generating function for sets of pairs of partitions that have an ordering 
relation between parts of the two pairs is obtained by an inclusion-exclusion 
argument. Some of the sets of pairs can, by virtue of the extra ordering relation, be 
interpreted as single partitions. When this is the case an identity between the two 
generating functions i  established. A number of identities including Euler's theorem 
and the Rogers-Ramanujan identities are obtained by these means in a doubly 
bounded form. Each doubly bounded identity combines two known but previously 
unrelated identities into a single one. The generating functions can be summed 
to produce another of the same type but with different restrictions. By using this 
summation an infinite number of identities between a single and a multiple 
summation can be established. © 1993 Academic Press, Ir~c. 
INTRODUCTION 
The polynomials that occur in Schur's proof of the Rogers-Ramanujan 
identities [9]  have been shown by Andrews 1-3] to be generating functions 
for sets of partitions in which the successive ranks are limited to 0 or 1. 
Andrews and Bressoud [2, 6], using a sieving technique, subsequently 
showed that the polynomials arising from a more general restriction on the 
successive ranks also yield partition identities. These generating functions 
have been further generalized I-4] to partitions that have restrictions on 
their off-diagonal hook differences. 
This paper establishes a similar generating function for the pairs of 
partitions formed by removing the Durfee square from partitions having 
restrictions along their off-diagonals. 
Each partition of the pair is limited by both number of parts and largest 
part. When the generating function can also be obtained by an alternative 
argument he two generating functions become the two sides of an identity. 
A number of identities including Euler's theorem and the Rogers-  
Ramanujan identities are obtained in a doubly bounded form. Each doubly 
bounded identity combines two well known but previously unrelated 
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identities into a single one. A summation formula similar in nature to the 
Bailey transform [5] for these generating functions is established, and by 
virtue of the dual nature of the restrictions, in which the roles of the hook 
differences and diagonals become interchanged, we are led to a "Bailey 
tree" of generating functions by analogy with the Bailey lattice [ 1, 7 ]. 
Notation. The Gaussian polynomial will be written 
where 
[NNM ] (q)N+M 
(q)~ (q)~ 
(q)~ = (1 - q)(1 - q2)(1 - q3) ... (1 - q~). 
DEFINITION 1. A partition with no more than N parts whose largest 
part is not greater than M will be called a partition in (N, M), or an 
(N, M)-partition. Let p(N, M, a, b, ~, fl, n) be the number of pairs of parti- 
tions with total sum n, namely PN~PN 1 ~ ' ' 'P l  and qN>~qN_l >i"''ql, 
both in (N, M) and possibly containing parts of magnitude zero, which for 
~, fl, a, b i> 0 have the restrictions 
pi--qi+l_a>~ 1--0; 
qi-- Pi+ l_b >/1 -ft. 
In order to define comparisons outside the range, both partitions will be 
extended with parts M at the high end and zeros at the low end. Let 
P(N,M,a,b,a, fi)= ~ p(N,M,a,b,~,fl)q'. 
n>~O 
THEOREM 1. If 
[N+x+ M-  y l [N-x+ M+ Y 1 
g(x'Y)=l N+x ]L N-x  
then 
P(N, M, a, b, ~, fl) 
-= ~ q (~+~)(a+b)~2+(a~ ~b)~g((a+b)#,(~+fl)#) 
/1= - -o0  
- ~ q(~+')~a+b)u2+(2a~+~'+~b)'+~ag((a+b)p+a, (~+f l )#+~).  
Proof of Theorem 1. The generating function for these restricted parti- 
tion pairs is obtained by subtracting the generating function for all pairs 
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that do not conform to the restrictions from that for all partition pairs. Any 
pair of partitions Ps >~Ps- 1 ~> "'" ~>Pl and q, >~ qt- 1 >~ "'" t> qa in which 
t >I s can be classified by the pattern of its "faults." A fault is either an 
a-fault at position p~ in which p i -q i+ l -a  < 1 --a or a b-fault at position q; 
in which q~-Pi+ ~-b < 1 - f t .  
Suppose the two partitions are merged into a sequence q,  qt-1 . . . . .  Ps, 
q ..... , P2, q2, Pl, q~ and the first fault from the left is found. If the first fault 
from the left is an a-fault at p; then find the first b-fault starting at, and to 
the right of qi+2-a, say at qj, then find the first a-fault starting at qj+2-b, 
etc., and similarly when the first fault reading from right to left is a b-fault. 
The result will be a sequence of alternating a-faults and b-faults which will 
be called the a-b-sequence of the partition pair. If there are no faults then 
the partition pair belongs to the set that is to be enumerated. This set is 
made up of all partition pairs less those that have at least one fault. 
Suppose that A 1 is the set of pairs that have at least one a-fault, and that 
A2 is the set whose a-b-sequences contain ab. Suppose in general that the 
a-b-sequences of members of an A2i set contain a sequence abab.. .ab of 
length 2i, and the a-b-sequences of members of an A2~_~ set contain 
abab.., a of length 2 i -  1. Also let B2~ be the set of partition pairs whose 
a-b-sequences contain baba.., ba of length 2i, and B2;_ 1 be the set whose 
a-b-sequences include baba.., b of length 2 i -  1. 
The a-b-sequence of the set A2~_~- A2; is either abab.. .ba of length 
2 i -  1 or ha.. .  ba of length 2i and the a-b-sequence of the set B2i_ ~ - B2~ 
is either baba.., ab of length 2 i -  1 or abab.., ab of length 2i. 
The set A2i_ ~ - A2~ + B2i_ 1 - -  B2i therefore contains all those partitions 
whose a-b-sequences have length either 2 i -  1 or 2i. 
The sum ~i~ i A2~_ 1 - Azi + Bzi- 1 - -  B2; therefore contains all those 
partitions that have a fault. If A0 is the set of all partition pairs then the 
set of partitions with the restrictions 
pi--qi+l_a>~ 1l~ 
q i - -P i+ l -b~ 1--fl 
is 
Ao-  ~ A2 i - l -A2 i -} -B2 i - l -B2 i .  
i=1 
The generating functions for the sets Ai and Bi are established by using 
a 1-1 correspondence b tween A; and B;_ ~ and one between B~ and A;_ 1. 
Consider an A; partition pair 
P,>~P,-t >l " ' "  >~Pl 
qt>~qt- l >/ "'" >>'ql 
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in which t>/s and let j be the position of its first a-fault so that 
p j - -q j+ l_~<l - -~.  
NOW rearrange the pair to 
qt -~>~qt - l -~>~" >~qj+l-~,-~>~Pj >>" "" >~Pl 
p ~ + o~ >~ p s __ l + o~ >~ [ [ l >/ P j + l + O~ >/ q j _ a > / . . .  ~ql l  
The result is a partition pair because qj+l_~,-o~>~pj, and pj+~-o~ >1 
qj_~. Either pj+ ~ is not an a-fault and so pj+ ~ + c~ >~ 1 + qj+2 ~ >>- 1 + qj a 
or j = s and p~+ 1 does not exist. The a-fault at pj and all faults to the right 
continue to exist as before because pj+ 1 >~Pj and so p j -  (pj+ 1 + ~) < 1 - 
unless j = s and the first a-fault has been removed. In this case the result is 
a Bi_,  partition-pair. To reverse the correspondence take any Bi_ 1 
partition pair, find the position of the first b-fault in the last B~_ 1 sequence, 
and then look for the transformed a-fault in the segment before this 
position. In other words, in a partition, find the j such that q j -a -P j+~< 
1 + a and for k>j ,  qk-a- -Pk+l /> 1+ ~. Now transform 
P~,>~Ps 1>~ ""Pl  
q t~qt - l~  ""q l  
to 
qs-~>>- . . .q j+ l_ . -~>~pj>~pj_ l>~ ... >~Pl 
Pt -]-0~ "'" ~Pj+lAVO~qj- -a ~ "'" ~ql"  
If no transformed fault is found then a new a-fault is introduced by 
changing 
to 
P~Ps- I  >~ ""P,  
qt>~qt-t  >~ ""q l  
Pt+a~Pt+.- -1 >>" '" >~PI 
Ps+O~>~Ps--t +~X>~Pt+a+l CZ>~qt>~ ' ' ' )q1"  
When an Ai partition pair is transformed to a B/_ t pair the number of 
parts of the top partition is changed from s to t + a and the size of the 
bottom partition is changed from t to s -  a. If u and v are the largest parts 
of the top and bottom partitions they are changed to v -  a and u + a, 
respectively, Also the number a(t - j  + a) - a(s - j )  = a(a + t -  s) has been 
subtracted. 
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Let Ae(s , u, t, v, a, b, co, [3)= Z,.~=o aoqJ be the generating function for A i 
pairs in (s,u) and (t,v), and Bi(s, u, t, v, a, b, , [3 )=Zi=oauq J be the 
generating function for Bi pairs in (s, u) and (t, v). Then 
Ai(s,u,t,v,a,b,c~,[3)=q ~(~'+~)Bi_ l (s+a,u-o~,t -a ,v+ct ,  a,b,~,[3) 
and similarly 
Bi(s , u, t, v, a, b, ~, [3)=q#(S-t+b)Ai_l(S + b, u-[3, t -b ,  v +[3 , a, b, c¢, [3). 
The generating function for pairs without any restrictions is 
Ao(s, u, t, v, a, b, cq [3)= Bo(s, u, t, v, a, b, ~, [3)= [S +s U]It +t v ]. 
The A i and Bi generating functions may now be deduced step by step as 
follows: 
A I(N, M, N, M, a, b, ~, [3) = q~Bo(N + a, M-  ~, N-  a, M + ~, a, b, ~, [3) 
= qa~g(a, ~); 
B2((N, M, N, M, a, b, ~, [3) = qbaAl(N + b, M-  [3, N -  b, M+ [3, a, b, ~, [3) 
=q(N+b (N--b)+b)~.qa~g(a+b ' ~+fl). 
In general 
A2AN, M, N, M, a, b, ~, [3) = B_~AN, M, N, M, b, a, [3, ~) 
= q(~ + ,b')(a + b),u 2 + (a~ - -  ~b)ug(( a + b)#, (~ + fl)#) 
and 
Az,+I(N, M, N, M, a, b, c¢, 3) 
=B_2._I(N, M, N, M, b, a, 3, ~) 
= q(~ + p)(a + b)~ 2+ (2a~ + a[~ + cob)It + ~ag( (a  + b)# + a, (~ + [3)# + ~). 
The generating function for partition pairs, both in (N, M) and subject to 
the restrictions 
P i - -q i+cL  1<~a -1  
qi--Pi+ #- I <~ b-  1, 
is 
P(N, M, a, b, ~, [3) =Ao-  ~, A2i-a-A2iq-B2i-1--B2i 
i=1  
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which may be rearranged to a bilateral series to provide Theorem 1" 
P(N, M, a, b, ~, fl) 
= ~ q(~+~)(~+b)~2+(ap-~b)~g((a+b)l.t, (~ + fi)#) 
f t=  - -o0  
- ~ q(~+~)(a+b)u2+(2a~+a~+~b)u+~ag((a+b)#+a, (~+fl)/~+~). 
]~= - -oO 
At this point we note from the symmetry of the generating function that 
not only is 
P(N, M, a, b, c~, fl) = P(N, M, b, a, fl, ~) 
as might have been expected by interchanging the two partitions, but also 
P(N, M, a, b, ~, fl) = P(M, N, ~, fl, a, b). 
As a consequence we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. The number of partition pairs of n, both in (N, M), with the 
restrictions 
P i -q i+ l  ~>~ l -a  
ql-pi+l_a>~ 1-b  
is equal to the number of partition pairs of n, both in (M, N), with the 
restrictions 
pi--qi+ l_a>~ 1 --a 
qi--Pi+l-b~ 1 - f t .  
This can be proved directly because if a pair (p, q) satisfies the first 
restriction then the pair of conjugate partitions atisfies the second. Each 
polynomial P(N, M, a, b, ~, fl) is reciprocal because the coefficients of q; 
and q2NM--i are equal. For if 
Pi--qi+l-a~ 1 --o~ 
then when all parts are subtracted from M and reversed 
(M--qi+,_a)- -  (M--pi)>~ 1--~. 
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PARTITION PAIRS THAT ARE ALSO PARTITIONS 
Some of the partition pairs can be interpreted as single partitions and 
P( N, M, a, b, a, fl) can be established using an alternative argument 
implying identities between the two generating functions. 
EULER'S THEOREM. In the case P(N, M, 1, 2, 1, 1) the partition pair 
can be rearranged to form a single partition in (2N, M) because 
PN >~ qN >~ PN--1 >~ qN--1 " ' "  This implies the identity 
I 2N+M]=p(N,M,  1,2, 1, 1) 2N ] 
= ~ q6U2-u~U+M+#]rU+M--I~] 
.=_~ L N+3p JL N-3/~ J 
M-p -- ~ q6UZ+su+l[NN~m-Flt][N-F3kt_[]. 
.=_~ 3U+ l J LN-  
This is a doubly bounded version of Euler's theorem which becomes two 
known identities when either N or M tend to infinity. When N tends to 
infinity we have 
1_  ~ q6,U:- u _ ~ q6~2+5~+ 1 
(q)M--.= _~ (q)M+2~ (q)M--2. U= --oo (q)M+2u+-----~ ( -~M 2.--t 
When M tends to infinity we have 
1 ~-. q 6#2 - ~ 
(q)2N = u=/--a--oo (q )N+ 3~ (q)N--  3# 
q6,U 2 + 5u + 1 
(q)N+ 3-~+ ; (-~u- 3~- p=--oo  1 
When both N and M tend to infinity it becomes Euler's theorem, 
f i  (1--qn) = ~ ( - - l ) iq  i(3i-D/2. 
n=l  i= --oo 
The following two identities are closely related: 
u [-2N+ M-  1] 
P(N,M, 1,2,0, Z)=q L 2N 
V2N+ M-2]  
P(N'M'O'3' I ' I )=qM L 2N--2 _l" 
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The restrictions in the case a = b = e = fl = 1 imply that Pi = q; and the 
pairs in this case may be mapped into a partition into even parts in 
(N, 2M). The corresponding identity is 
~N+M]FN+M ]
V N+M]  =P(N,M, I , I , I ,  1)= ~ ( -1 )~q~2LN+#jLN_~] .  
L N ]q2 ,=_~ 
The identity corresponding to partitions into odd numbers may be 
obtained by adding N ones to such a partition: 
qNIN+M-13 =P(N, M, 1, 1,0,2) 
N q2 
= - oo L N + 2#JLN- 2U 
,= ~ +2#+ l J LN-2  #-  
The generating function P(N, M, 1, 2, 0, 1) can also be easily obtained by 
an alternative argument. In this case the parts may be merged into a 
sequence in which pi>qi and qi>~P~-i and pN>qN•PN_ l  >qN 1 ' ' ' '  It 
is possible to remove the sequence 1 + 3 + 5 + ... + 2N-1  from such a 
partition, leaving a partition in (2N, M-N)  and resulting in the identity 
q N2 = P(N, M, 1, 2, O, 1 ) 
u=-~ N+3# ]L N-3u  ] 
.=_~ L N+3U+ 1 /L N-3#- I  " 
Again as N or M tend to infinity these become known identities; see, for 
example, Slater El0]. 
SUMMATION FORMULAE 
The generating function P(N, M, a + ~, b + fl, ~, ~) can be expressed in 
terms of P(N, M, ct, ~, a, b) as follows: 
P(N, M, a+c~, b+fl, c~, fl) = P(M, N, c~, fl, a+ct, b+f l )  
= " ~2U+M- i ]p ( i ,N - i ,~ , f l ,  a,b). ~ 
q,2 L 2N i=0 
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This summation was first derived by a combinatorial argument, then 
proved for all integers a, b, ~, fl by George Andrews using the 
q-Pfaff-Saalschiitz formula. Given a generating function for pairs of type 
(e, fl, a, b) we can produce two generating functions, one of type (a + a, 
b + u, e, fl) and the other of type (a + a, b + fl, a, b). The unit for partition 
pairs is P(N, M, 1, 1, 0, 1)= 6N0 and from it one can generate an infinite 
binary tree of generating functions and an infinite number of identities 
between single summations of the form P(N, M, a, b, ~, fl) and multiple 
summations. The first few single summations are 
~i i2 V2N+M-i] 
P(N'M'Z'3'l'l)=i~oq L 2N jP(i 'U-i ' l ' l ' l '2) 
= i~oq~ i2 LI-2N+2NM-i][2N-i] 
)_ ~ i2rZN+M-i] P(N,M, 1,4,1,1-i~=o q [ 2N P(i,U-i,l,l, 0,3) 
M 
P(N, M, 2, 3,1, 2)=i=~=o 
i=0  
P(N, M, 2, 2, 1, 1)= ~ 
i=0  
i=0  
P(N,M, 1,3,0,2)= ~ 
i=0  
M 
=Z 
i=0  
P(N, M, 1, 3, 1, 1)= ~ 
i=0  
M 
=Z 
i=0  
q,2. I2N+M-ilp(i,N_i,l, I 
q'~ F2N+M-i]p(i'N-i'I)L 2N J 
q,2 L 2N i q2 
q~2. [FZN+ M--i]p(i'N--i' 0'2 1, 1) 
qi2+u i~2N+M--i]~ N- l ]  
L 2N IL i-  1 Jq2 
q~2. LF2N+M--i] P ( i 'u - i '2N  1, 1, 0, 2) 
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P(N,M, 1,3,0,1)= • [2N+ M- i] P(N, M, 0, 1, 1, 2) ~ 
q,2 L 2N i=0  
M [2N+M-- i l [  N 1 "= Z q i2 + (N i)2 
,= o L 2N JL2N-  2i[ 
~. q,2[_- 2S+M- i lP (N ,M, l ,  2, O, 1 J 
i=0  
i= o L 2N 2i " 
P(N, M, 1, 3, 1, 2)= 
The coefficient of qn in p(N, M, 2, 3, 1, 1) is the number of sequences si of 
length no greater than 2N whose sum is n that are both 2-ordered 
(si >/si+ 2) and 3-ordered (s~ ~> s~+ 3). Alternatively, by taking the conjugates 
of the two partitions it also enumerates the pairs in which - 1 <~p~- qi <<- 2: 
. [2N+ M- i l [2U- / l  
~'q'=L 2N ]L i I i=0  
= ~ q'°"=-~[N+M+3"I[N+M-3"I 
~,= oo L N+5# JL N-5# J 
~= oo m N+5#+2 N-5g-2  
This is again a doubly bounded identity which tends to two known but 
previously unrelated identities. When N tends to infinity it becomes 
essentially Roger's proof [8] of the Rogers-Ramanujan identities: 
M qi2 ~ qlOUZ ~ ~, qlOu2+gu+2 
~o - i=  (q)M-i(q)~ ~,= -~o (q)M+e.(q)M-2u .= oo (q)M+2v+l (q)M--2~--I 
When M tends to infinity it becomes Schur's proof of the Rogers- 
Ramanujan identities: 
.= co N+5#+2 
When both M and N tend to infinity, and after an application of Jacobi's 
triple product identity, it becomes the first Rogers-Ramanujan identity: 
qn 2 co 1 
1+ .=i ~ (--~=)~-o (1 --q'"+')(1--qSn+4) ' 
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The doubly bounded form of the second Rogers-Ramanujan identity is 
given by the expression for P(N, M, 1, 4, 1, 1) above. 
In general when both N and M tend to infinity by using Jacobi's triple 
product theorem, 
(q)09 (q)~ P(~,  ~,  a, b, a, fl, n) 
= ~, q (~z+fl)(a+b)'u2+(afl ccb),u q(~+fl)(a+b),u2+(2ao~+ap+~b)#+cca 
kt= --09 
= f i  (1 -q  (2~+2)('+b)(~+¢)) 
n=O 
x (1 -- q(2~+ x)(~ +b)(~ +~/+a(~+~)- (.+ b)) 
X (1 __q(2n+l)(a+b)(~+B)+c~(a+b)--a(~+l~)) 
__qa~ f i  (l__q(2n+ 2)(,~+b)(~+l~)) 
n=0 
×(1- -q (2n+l ) (a+b) (~+#)+a(~+t~)+~(a+b) )  
×(1 - -q (Zn+l ) (a+b) ( :~+#)- -a (~+#)  ~(a+b)). 
In certain circumstances the difference of the two theta series can be 
expressed as a single product, see [4]. In the limit the identities are 
between generating functions for partition pairs and those for two parti- 
tions, one restricted and the other not. 
It is possible to generalize the generating function P by removing the 
constraint that the two partitions of the pair be limited to the same 
bounds, N and M. Let R(N1, MI, N2, M2, a, b, ~,/~) be the generating 
functions for partition pairs having the same restrictions (a, b, ~, /~) as 
before but with partition q in (N~, M~) and partition p in (N2, M2). By 
arguments imilar to those above it can be shown that 
R(Nx, M~, N2, M2, a, b, ~, ~) 
= ~ q(~+'~)(~+b)~2+(~--~b+(U~--Uz)(~+~))~g((a+b)p, (C~+fl)/~) 
,u~ --09 
-- ~,, q (°:+fl)(a+b)'u2+(2ac~+a'8+ctb)p+(N1 N2)((c~+13))lt+o:)+~a 
It= --09 
xg((a+b)Iz, (~+fl ) /z+c O.
The generating function P above may be defined in terms of R as 
follows: 
P(N, M, a, b, cz, fl) = R(N, M, N, M, a, b, ~z, fl). 
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By using R(N + 1, M, N, M, a, b, ~, /3) the companion odd cases of the 
identities above may be produced. For example the companion to the 
doubly bounded Euler's theorem is 
R(N+I,M,N,M, 1,2, 1, 1) 
=~2N+I+M 1 
k 2N+l  J 
= ~ q6,2+uFN+M+I~+llFN+M-I~I 
,=-oo L N+3#+l  AL N-3U J 
- ~ q6~=+7"+2[N;M+u+Iq[N+M--uI. 
,=_oo + 3/~ +2 JLN-  3#-  l J  
In this case the summation depends on the following lemma, applied term 
by term to the series. 
LEMMA 1. 
qr2+(a-b)rlml+n--r+bl~m2+rl+r+a 1 
n+r+a Ik n - r+b _1 
=~qi2+(a+b)i[ml+mz+n--il[ ml l I  m2 ] 
;=o n--i 3Li+r+a i - r+b " 
When this is applied term by term to the series for R we obtain the more 
general summation formula 
R(N1, M1, N2, M2, a, b, ~, /3) 
= ~ cli2+(~_M2)i N I+N2+M2- i  
i=o  M 2 - -  i 
x R(i+M1-M2, N1-i, i, N2- i+M1-M2,  ~,/3, a-a,  b-/3), 
a formula that is true for all integer (a, b, ~,/3). The summation can be 
interpreted in two ways: (1) as a recurrence between partition pairs, or (2) 
as a recurrence between single partitions having restrictions on their hook 
differences as in [4]. The second interpretation arises from the addition of 
a Durfee rectangle with sides i and i+M1-M2 to a partition pair 
in (NI - i , i+M~-M2),  (N2+M2-MI - i , i )  to create a partition in 
(N1, N2), which is then applied to a partition in (NI+N2, M2-i)  to 
create a pair in (N1, M~), (N2, M2), to which may be attached a Durfee 
rectangle of sides N~, N2 or M~, M2. In this case the recurrence is between 
a partition in (N~,N2) of type (~,/3, a -~,b - /3 )  and one in 
(N~ + M1, N2 + M2) of type (a, b, ~,/3). 
582a/63/2-4 
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There are certain classes of (a, b, a, fl) that are of interest. When 
a = b = 1 the relations become 
which correspond to partitions having restrictions on hook differences 
along the main diagonal. 
When a = ~ and b = fl the generating functions take a particularly simple 
form and the pairs and the pairs of their conjugates belong to the same 
class. 
When b and fl are larger than the dimensions of the partitions the 
Gaussian polynomials containing them vanish and we are left with pairs of 
partitions with a single restriction, namely 
Pi--qi+l a~ 1--~, 
whose generating function degenerates to 
R(N1, M1, N2, M2, a, 00, b, 00) 
=[NI+MI~[N2WM2~_q~[Nt+MI+a--°~]IN2+M2--a+°: ] 
L N1 J[_ N2 J L N1 + a N 2 - a " 
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